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Municipal Bond Market – Credit Outlook for 2014 
 
Municipal bond issuers will continue to face several credit challenges in 2014.  In 
general, the specter of revenue shortfalls, ongoing budget pressures, decreased 
federal funding levels, increased demand for services, and rising healthcare and 
pension costs will continue for all sectors.  MTAM expects that the majority of 
municipalities will successfully manage through this difficult period with a 
combination of spending cuts and revenue enhancement plans. 
 

State Governments 
 
U.S. states enter 2014 with a stable outlook after 14 consecutive quarters of revenue 
growth, bolstered by replenished reserves following a surprisingly strong fiscal 2013 
due to taxpayer activity to avoid federal tax increases.  Stock market gains and 
private sector expansion also continue to support state revenue growth.  In general, 
state financial reserves are now at levels comfortably above their fiscal 2010 low, 
although still well below their pre-recession peak.  States that are still feeling acute 
pressures are experiencing below-average economic recovery, have specific budget 
challenges such as rising pension funding demands, or suffer from management 
weaknesses. 
  
The federal government remains the most significant threat to state budgets in 2014. 
State revenue systems quickly reflect economic conditions, and to the extent federal 
action or inaction hurts the economy, it hurts states. 
  
Federal healthcare reform will affect all states in 2014, regardless of whether they 
are choosing to expand Medicaid.  Enacted budgets for fiscal 2014 include an 
estimated impact of reform and, despite guesswork in the estimates, deviations from 
the forecast are expected to be modest in the context of overall healthcare spending. 
 
Despite these challenges, we expect most states to maintain fiscal stability through 
tight budgeting and spending restraint – practices that became common in the recent 
recession. 
  
Thirty-six states will hold elections for governor in 2014, with the incumbent governor 
running for re-election in the majority of cases.  This will have a major influence on 
the political focus of state governments in 2014, which will be a mid-biennium year 
without need for a new budget in many states. 
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Local Governments 
 
The outlook for local government credit is somewhat more negative than the outlook 
for states.  Pressures on local governments, including slow revenue growth and 
increased spending, are not expected to abate in 2014, resulting in more downgrades 
than upgrades. 
 
Revenue recovery is expected to remain uneven in 2014.  While the moderately 
expanding economy should translate to increases in most local tax revenues, areas 
that have seen a strong housing rebound and are dependent on property taxes may 
see more robust growth. 
   
Many local governments were able to achieve significant labor savings over the past 
few years, although signs of labor's unwillingness to negotiate further concessions are 
on the increase. 
  
Even with financial market recovery, benefit spending growth will continue to put 
pressure on budgets in 2014.  State and local pension plan reform efforts continue to 
be encouraging, although many will not have a meaningful impact on liabilities or 
annual payments for many years.  The flexibility to reduce OPEB is not always clear-
cut, and varies by state.  Litigation related to post-employment benefits, some as 
part of ongoing bankruptcy cases, will provide some insight into the ability of 
governments to make changes in these areas.  
  
A willingness to repay debts has been a hallmark of the municipal credit market, but 
evidence of management's failure to prioritize debt service payments in a limited 
number of bankruptcy cases is troubling.  MTAM expects the current bankruptcy cases 
to set important precedents for other distressed municipalities.  If pending 
bankruptcy rulings demonstrate that pensions take priority over general obligation 
debt service, or require debt restructuring along with benefit adjustments, more 
cities may be encouraged to take this path.  We would likely re-evaluate the strength 
of the general obligation pledge in states where benefits are clearly placed ahead of 
GO debt. 
 

Not-for-Profit Hospitals 
 

The 2014 outlook for the not-for-profit hospital sector remains negative, as MTAM 
expects margins to continue to tighten as expenses for hospitals grow faster than 
their revenues.  As patient volumes shrink, the pace of revenue growth will continue 
to decline.  Specifically, we expect median revenue growth in fiscal year 2013 fell to 
a range of 3 percent to 3.5 percent, which is much lower than fiscal year 2012's 
growth rate of 5.2 percent; we project revenue growth in 2014 to also remain low. 
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The sector as a whole will face weakening business conditions and contracting margins 
as not-for-profit hospitals adjust to changing dynamics brought on by the Affordable 
Care Act, and insurance companies, employers, and other industry participants seek 
to control healthcare costs. 
 
Several factors will slow revenue growth, including an effective 1.3 percent Medicare 
payment reduction as well as the reduction in disproportionate share payments that 
began October 1st, 2013.  Also contributing will be continuing declines in inpatient 
volumes and the ongoing shift in care toward outpatient settings, where 
reimbursements are lower.  We expect commercial rate increases to be in the 0 
percent to 5 percent range, far below their historical levels. 
 
Meanwhile, expenses have been growing faster than revenues for the second year in 
the row.  Big expenses include investments in information technology and in 
expanding physician practices, which generally operate at a loss, but are seen as 
important for drawing referrals. 
 
The recent start-up of the provisions of the Affordable Care Act that most directly 
impact hospitals present large unknowns, as the insured population is growing 
unevenly.  There are many unknown variables that make budgeting and strategic 
planning especially difficult over the near term, including how many people will gain 
insurance coverage through the public exchanges or with what frequency they will 
access healthcare services.  It has been estimated that most insurance sold on the 
exchanges will reimburse hospitals at rates 20 percent to 30 percent lower than 
existing commercial rates, but at levels that are still above Medicare rates.  At these 
reimbursement levels, exchange-sold products will still be profitable, but will 
contribute to tighter margins. 
 

Transportation 
 
The 2014 outlook for airports, ports, and toll roads is stable despite tepid growth. 
 
The growing use of Public Private Partnership, or P3, transactions to construct new or 
expand existing projects is largely motivated by limited resources at the state and 
local level, combined with uncertainty on future federal funding levels.  While not a 
panacea for all funding issues, governments are increasingly looking to P3s for 
transportation projects where the economics make sense.  Two-thirds of states 
currently have P3 enabling legislation in place, and given the size of future capital 
needs, MTAM expects transportation P3s to continue to rise in 2014. 
  
The outlook for airports is stable for 2014, supported by stable traffic trends, positive 
industry fundamentals, strong capital development program execution, and sound 
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financial operations.  Traffic performance across all U.S. airports should continue to 
move in a modestly positive direction in 2014, in the 1.5 percent to 2.5 percent 
range.  The American/US Airways merger may lead to network realignments, though 
due to settlement terms protecting incumbent hubs this process may take some time.  
We will pay special attention to airports with higher leverage or committed to large 
capital programs as the merger comes into effect. 
 
The first quarter of 2014 will see the first increase in the number of flights in almost 
three years.  The enplanement growth in 2014 should support the additional debt 
airports have taken on in the past two years.  The growth in enplanements, along with 
de-leveraging at midsize and small airports, will blunt the impact of higher debt 
service at the large hub airports.  Numerous major hubs have taken on more debt to 
fund terminal renovation projects. 
 
Possible but unlikely events that would probably shift the stable outlook back to 
negative include reductions in airline services should oil prices increase above $135 a 
barrel, and reductions in government operational or grant funding, which would lead 
to increased debt funding. 
  
The outlook for ports remains stable for 2014, with flat to modest improvements in 
port throughput, and largely stable revenue profiles expected.  Macroeconomic trends 
both in the U.S. and globally will affect throughputs and shifts in trade volumes, 
though contracts at the largest ports should insulate cash flows from volume 
volatility.  Effects of shipping alliances on service frequency and cargo volumes, 
particularly the P3 alliance in 2014, continue to be monitored, as do expansionary 
capital expenditure programs at several ports.  MTAM expects ongoing negative 
pressure on throughput as U.S. consumers continue to exercise caution. 
  
The outlook for the toll roads sector is stable, reflecting continued slow growth in 
aggregate driving across the country.  Even in a declining traffic scenario, mature 
assets and systems with a combination of pricing power, robust liquidity, and 
moderate leverage retain considerable resilience to sustain current rating levels.  
Forecasting risk remains high for recently constructed or green field standalone 
projects, which may be more vulnerable to a sustained weak economic environment. 
 
We expect traffic growth of 1.5 percent for toll roads in 2014 as the U.S. economy 
strengthens.  This growth rate marks a sustainable comeback from the nearly 3 
percent decline in 2009.  In 2014, the traffic growth will be less than the 2 percent to 
3 percent GDP growth that is expected in the U.S. because of demographic shifts and 
the changing driving patterns of younger drivers.  The rate of traffic growth is slowing 
down overall and so the slower, albeit more stable growth rates reflect a 'new 
normal’. 
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In all, we expect toll revenue will increase by a mid-single-digit percentage in both 
2013 and 2014, driven mainly by continued widespread toll-rate increases and the 
modest traffic growth. 
 
As for ongoing credit risks for the sector, we note increases in financial leverage as an 
important one.  State and local governments continue to exert demand on the excess 
cash flows of toll roads to subsidize their own capital and operating needs, or have 
shifted some of their transportation financing responsibilities to existing toll roads. 
 
The current outlook for Grant Anticipation Revenue Vehicle (GARVEE) bonds is stable.  
Uncertainty remains over the future of federal transportation funding with MAP-21 set 
to expire at the end of September 2014. 
 

Water and Sewer 
 
Water and sewer utilities continue to face ongoing capital and debt pressures despite 
the sector's overall financial strength.  The sector outlook for 2014 is stable.   
 
Water and sewer utilities have shown some financial improvement despite flat water 
usage and near-flat wastewater flows.  However, many still face insufficient cash 
flows to fully cover annual depreciation expenses. 
  
Many of the key financial metrics have improved, including a 6 percent increase in 
revenue due to rising user charges, while liquidity levels remain robust.  However, 
this is offset by a 10 percent decrease in planned capital spending, which raises 
concerns about future deferred maintenance. 
  
While debt ratios fell modestly due to a slowing of new issuance, debt burdens are 
forecasted to increase slightly over the next five years. 
 

Public Power 
 
The outlook for the public power sector remains stable, given the utilities' 
unregulated ability to set retail electricity rates at levels that maintain sound debt 
service coverage and liquidity, as well as their ability to adapt to changing customer 
demand.  However, rising costs tied to environmental compliance and the transition 
to cleaner power sources continue to pose long-term risks. 
 
MTAM expects the liquidity and leverage ratios of the public power utilities to 
improve modestly in 2014.  Relatively stable business conditions, a slowly improving 
economy, and low natural gas prices will continue to temper increases in electricity 
rates. 
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Customer demand for electricity has been tracking the slow improvement in the 
economy.  Slower growth in customer demand will make it harder for utilities to 
spread costs over a large customer base.  However, it will also delay the need to 
finance new energy and capacity in order to meet growth, moderating debt ratios. 
 
The risks to the sector's stability are longer-term, and mainly tied to environmental 
compliance.  Greater carbon regulation and advances in technology that threaten the 
monopoly utilities have on customers are long-term credit risks.  The more the pace 
of change accelerates, the greater the credit pressure on public power utilities and 
the need for them to adapt. 
 
We continue to view climate change policy as one of the most significant 
uncertainties because of the estimated cost it will impose on coal-fired generation 
and, in turn, be passed on to ratepayers.  The Environmental Protection Agency, for 
instance, recently announced carbon emissions output standards for new coal-fired 
power plants that would likely lead to a halt in building new coal-fired generation 
units. 
 
A lesser risk facing the industry arises from changes in the power markets, as regional 
energy and capacity markets continue to move toward integration.  These add a layer 
of uncertainty about the cost recovery on the newest coal-fired generation assets. 
 

Colleges and Universities  
 
The outlook for the higher education sector remains negative.  Revenue growth is 
expected to remain much lower than historical standards and to be eclipsed by 
expenses, due to pent-up institutional needs. 
 
Heightened competition for government funds, donors, and students combined with 
pressure to increase compensation and invest in programs and facilities will result in 
continued deterioration of financial performance.  Although higher education 
institutions have shown a willingness and ability to adapt to weak economic 
conditions, the uncertain funding and regulatory environments will overshadow the 
sector's strengths in the near term. 
 
Macroeconomic pressures, including a relatively high unemployment rate, lagging 
labor force participation rate, and income stagnation, are undercutting the ability of 
universities to grow net tuition revenue.  Affordability remains a key issue as the 
economic environment continues to affect families' ability to pay for higher 
education, and reduces institutions' discretionary spending capacity. 
 
Governmental funding pressures will also challenge the industry in 2014.  Federal 
budget pressures could affect Pell Grants and other federal financial aid.  State 
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funding will either be reduced, stagnant, or only slightly increased.  Federal research 
funding will contract further in 2014 following a 5 percent cut through sequestration.   
 
College affordability and job attainment remain a focus for students and families, 
while institutions grapple with the uneven economic recovery, demographic shifts, 
and technological advancements.  Institutions are placing greater emphasis on 
performance metrics, including retention and graduate rates, which could influence 
which students are recruited, and how future academic programs are offered or 
configured. 
  
Overall, MTAM expects moderate tuition and fee increases over the near term, which 
will help to maintain relatively stable enrollment at most colleges and universities, 
but still create budget pressures from constrained net tuition revenue growth.  
Liquidity levels, generally improved through 2013, remain a partial offset for 
potential demand and operating challenges. 
  
Pressured by state and federal cost-cutting initiatives, and diminished funding levels 
in recent years, institutions are likely to remain fiscally conservative evidenced by 
expense containment, measured debt issuance, and focus on capital preservation. 
  
Constrained family finances, a decrease in the number of high school graduates in 
certain regions of the country, and changing demographics are key factors influencing 
the competitive market environment for colleges and universities in 2014. 
 

Housing 
 
The 2014 outlook for state housing finance agencies (SHFA) is stable for the first time 
in five years due to housing program profitability and sound issuer financial ratios, as 
well as the combination of SHFAs building more equity while deleveraging bond 
programs. 
  
While SHFAs are still realizing scarce investment income in the low rate environment, 
many have managed to find other ways to boost and/or maintain profitability.  SHFAs 
have moved away from the traditional business model by diversifying out of mortgage 
revenue bonds to originating loans using other funding sources and selling them for 
securitization into mortgage-backed securities.  This allows SHFAs to continue to 
remain in the business of originating loans, and generate revenue from the related 
sales. 
 
Additional drivers of the sector outlook are improved housing market fundamentals, 
including home price appreciation and mortgage loan performance.  SHFA portfolios 
are slowly showing signs of improvement in loan performance off of elevated 
delinquency levels. 
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A decline in job growth or increase in unemployment could stall, or reverse, home 
price appreciation and negatively impact mortgage loan performance.  If these 
macroeconomic trends show decline, the sector outlook could revert back to 
negative. 

 
Default Outlook  

 
While we have seen some high profile credit issues surrounding Detroit and Puerto 
Rico this year, overall municipal credit quality remains strong.  MTAM does not expect 
municipal credit quality to deteriorate in 2014, and anticipate only modest defaults.  
Through November 22nd, there have been $749 million of true payment defaults in 
2013, and $3.2 billion of defaults if late payments due to administrative errors and 
cases where insurers have paid or are expected to pay are included.  Total defaults 
were $1.4 billion and $1.2 billion, respectively through this period in 2012 and 2011.  
The Detroit Pension COP default in June accounts for $1.4 billion of 2013’s $3.2 billion 
headline number.  The Detroit GO default adds another $530 million to the total and 
$68 million to the true payment default figure, reflecting the portion of the limited 
tax unsecured GO bonds that are not insured. 
 
Defaults have also been highly concentrated by sector in the past three years, a trend 
we expect will persist.  Nursing home and continuing care retirement center defaults 
continue to comprise a significant percentage of aggregate defaults, although special 
assessment defaults have played a smaller role in 2013 than in the prior two years.  
More defensive sectors like water and sewer bonds have performed better, but GO 
bonds represent 28 percent of the headline default number in 2013 because of 
Detroit.  Finally, we would expect the majority of defaults to continue to be in 
unrated securities.  Although less than 10 percent of the outstanding market is 
unrated, YTD 2013 79 percent of true payment defaults have been in unrated bonds. 
 

Conclusion 
 
Despite the credit challenges facing municipal bond issuers in 2014, there are always 
good opportunities, even for the very conservative investor.  Given our expectations 
for slow but steady levels of economic growth, we would expect defensive credits like 
water and sewer bonds, special tax bonds, and public power bonds to perform better 
from a fundamental perspective.  These types of bonds tend to have revenue streams 
that are less subject to economic volatility, have strong covenants, or are tied to an 
“essential service”, making debt service payment more certain.  In addition, there is 
legal precedence that bonds backed by a dedicated revenue stream may be protected 
in the case of a municipal bankruptcy.  We prefer bonds that have a clean flow of 
funds, broad revenue streams, and high debt service coverage tests.   
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Essential service revenue bonds without the budgetary concerns of state and local 
governments and limited payrolls can be attractive, but we stress that an essential 
service issuer cannot flourish if the underlying governmental entity is in dire economic 
circumstances.  A healthy outlook holds for most infrastructure issuers due to 
fundamental strengths reflected in the provision of essential public services, 
adequate balance sheets, and generally sound governance and fiscal management 
practices.  In the case of the enterprise sectors comprised of higher education, 
health, and housing, credit quality will be maintained primarily as a function of their 
ability to increase fees, control costs, and improve overall operating margins.  Sound 
debt and fiscal management practices, preservation of adequate liquidity, and strong 
governance oversight will be significant determinants of credit quality for issuers 
during the coming period of financial adjustment. 
 
 
 
 


